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Atelier Guarotti by Conintecom Srl
www.guarotti.com
via Arceviese 49 / via Misa 2
60010 Ostra (AN), Italy
info@conintecom.com
+39 3482883887
Atelier Guarotti is a start up that has set the goal of introducing modern 3D technologies in fashion haute couture.
Unique pieces, bespoke, made at a distance by the best Italian tailors and shoemakers , through the use of 3D
scanners for measurements, three-dimensional modeling software for "virtual" tests and the creation of bespoke
models, the use of 3D prints to achieve three-dimensional quality control. The best Made in Italy craftsmanship
tradition, available anywhere in the world.

Computarte by Cybertec Services Srl
www.computarte.it
Viale Africa 36
00144 Rome (RM) Italy
info@computarte.it
+39 06 5921538
Cybertec Services Srl is an Italian company based in Rome. We have a clear and consistent vision with our goals:
to bring man back to progress’s centre. All our projects have the aim of offering technology in a friendly and truly
enjoyable shape. Established in year 2000, has started its activity in supplying services for studying, projecting and
manufacturing shelters for radio base systems. In 2003, we started focusing on ICT with the Project ComputArte, a
fusion between technology and Art.
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Consevo Network Srl / Fabio Romoli
www.consevo.it
Project: Horgonic
www.horgonic.com
Via Sansotta 97
00144 Rome (RM), Italy
info@horgonic.com
+39 331 2376663
Consevo Network Srl is looking for funding and/or business cooperation for its project, Horgonic, has a mission:
to provide playback of digital and analog audio sources in high fidelity with special look and feel able to generate
emotions during the playback with shape, size and colors a mix of art history and technology. Target: Development,
engineering and low volume / serialized hand made production of luxury exclusive and functional design audio
equipments which is already European model design registered. The Maker: Fabio Romoli, inventor and maker, has
a long professional ICT reputation, 20 years with IBM and start upper of own company by 2010 (Consevo Network
Srl, an ICT company focused on software and cognitive computing, working in the sector of tech and innovation for
SMBs and Public Sector, with bases in both Rome and Naples, Italy)

Elemize Technologies
http://www.elemize.com/en/
via Giuseppe Antonio Guattani 8
001621 Rome (RM), Italy
l.fierimonte@elemize.com
+39 335 6808634
Elemize Technologies was founded as an innovative startup in December 2016. In only few months since its
constitution, Elemize Technologies was awarded in several startup competitions in Italy. ELEMIZE is an A.I. based
software and wireless device that remotely controls energy storage systems in residential and industrial users. It
leverages user specific predictive analytics to optimize energy flows and let the user save money from its energy bill.
We did 400 simulation tests and the result was 60% of saving in comparison with others energy management
systems
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Embit Srl
www.embit.eu
Via Emilia Est, 911
41122 Modena, Italy
info@embit.eu
+39 059 371714
Embit was born in 2004 as an academic spin-off of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, in order to act as a
bridge between academic research and local industries. Now Embit is a successful design house and module
manufacturer with a lot of local and international customers.

ENERGY2GO
www.energy2go.it
Via Portuense 663
00149 Roma
info@energy2go.it
+39 3397856505
ENERGY2GO is an Italian startup that has the objective to recharge the batteries of HORECA customers with solar
energy, sponsoring social responsibility of the small businesses and enhancing end customers perception of sun
power. Our competitive advantage is to be the first company that matches in a high design product the best solutions
of the market in power banks and solar panels guaranteeing, at full sun, same or higher charging speed of power
supply grids (1%/min). You can store sun energy in the day in the power station and provide clean energy in the
night to the customers
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FABLAB CATANIA
www.fablabcatania.eu
Via Cifali 22 Catania, Italy
info@fablabcatania.eu
+39 095506454
FABLAB CATANIA is a registered innovative startup founded in February 2014. The triggering idea was to
combine production, innovation, research and social network by sharing professional expertise and advanced
technological resources and tools. The company was created using an European funding, received by Invitalia.
Product designers, 3D designers, electronic engineers, IT, graphic designers and illustrators make up the FABLAB
team. Customer satisfaction is a key value for FABLAB.
The company is continuously seeking for quality improvement of products and services offered in order to
strengthen its footprint in the marketplace will increasing the number of available opportunities for its customers.
FABLAB has a number of active agreements with high schools, cooperates with Architecture Department in
University of Catania. FABLAB holds two patents registered in 2014 e 2015.

FABtotum Srl
www.fabtotum.com
Via Paullo 1a Tribiano
20067 Milan (MI), Italy
info@fabtotum.com

FABtotum is a young company, born in 2013 from a project of two architecture students, Marco Rizzuto e Giovanni
Grieco. Today the Team is composed by 10 members but the FABtotum, the multifunction 3D printer/CNC machine/
Laser engraver has already been sold in over 65 countries worldwide.
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Fondazione Mondo Digitale
www.mondodigitale.org/it
www.innovationgym.org
www.olivetti.com
www.olivetti3d.com
Via del Quadraro, 102
00174 Rome (RM), Italy
info@mondodigitale.org
+ 39 06 42014109
Fondazione Mondo Digitale (FMD) and Olivetti have brought didactic 4.0 to the United States. From open source
IOT robot to self-produced laser book, mobile labs and 3D printers, the Made in Italy "will be teaching" at the
Maker Faire in New York. As part of the new creative school workshops, FMD and Olivetti present products,
projects and digital learning environments of the Innovation Gym, which successfully employees the "Education for
life" model.

Fonderie Digitali Rete di imprese White3 s.r.l.
www.fonderiedigitali.org
www.white3.it
Via del Mandrione 103, hub 7,
00181 Rome (RM), Italy
org@fonderiedigitali.org
Fonderie Digitali is a network of companies that brings together the most daring and innovative realities of digital
fabrication in Italy and Europe. Fonderie Digitali was born from the union of the most dynamic digital factories in
the Italian panorama: Solido3D and White3. These companies represent a natural point of reference in the world of
a maker’s economy and Italian startups. Fonderie Digitali has built a community of companies and professionals,
which build successful products and develop avant-garde technologies. Building systems and next-generation
products for command and control, supervision, monitoring and analysis. Using internally developed and third party
technologies to simplify human-machine interaction. A revolutionary approach to complex systems so to give users
an empathetic way of interact with data visualized by the interface. Bring in enterprise environments different ways
of interaction with data and systems, like mime and gestures. Evolving along with the world. Experimenting
research and new technologies to offer cutting-edge solutions. Always representing the Next Step.
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Jessica Gastaldo (AMENOstudio)
www.facebook.com/AMENOstudio/
via di Valesio N°18
73100 Lecce (LE), Italy
jessica.gastaldo@gmail.com
+39 3471813710
Graduated in Interior Design and with a master in Digital Architecture, Jessica collaborates with some architectural
practices. In 2014 she started her personal research on design and self-construction, designing two models of FDM
3D printers, and experimenting with the possible interactions between digital (3D printing, laser cutting, CNC
milling) and traditional crafts (sewing, woodworking, ceramics) aiming to realize products born from the
combination of different techniques and materials.

Morpheos
www.morpheos.eu
Via Fondo di Gullo 30,
San Gregorio di Catania (CT), Italy
info@morpheos.eu
+39 095 8252060
Morpheos is an innovative startup focused on industrial research, hardware and software development. Thanks to
the insight and research of its highly-motivated founders, Morpheus brings together a varied and dynamic team to
apply their know-how to the IoT sector.
The research conducted by Morpheos in the field of technology equipped with Artificial Intelligence, applied to web
sites and Robotics applied to household furnishings, with the objective of increasing their usefulness and optimizing
their energy use, led to the creation and subsequent development of the «Momo Project».
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Next Industries Srl
www.nextind.eu
Via G. Di Vittorio 2 / F (Prolungamento)
20065 Inzago (MI), Italy
info@nextind.eu
+39 02 95764356
Next Industries is a 2014 Company born to develop smart devices and sensors provided with IoT Technology, made
by technological highly skilled people, who are expert in vibration detection for big structural monitoring systems in
bridges, tunnels, undergrounds, dams applications and so on. Devices developed by Next Industries communicate
with Cloud through wireless connectivity and are able to manage alarms/notifications, thus being smart and
transforming the way you work, live and connect to the world as they fit both for indoor and outdoor installations.

VANZOTECH S / Vanzolini Cristiano
www.vanzotech.com
Via Nuova Circonvallazione 69
47924 RIMINI (RN), Italy
info@vanzotech.com
+39 0541 179 6642
VANZOTECH delivers cutting edge web technology for the mobile and 3D market. We are also strongly focused
on VR and AR from the concept to the deployment of the complete solution together with the development of
wearable electronics and IoT devices.

weAR Srl
www.wear-mobile.com
Via Borgo di Sotto 7 B/C
44121 Ferrara Italy
info@wear-mobile.com
+39 0532 766940
Born in 2014, weAR, an italian startup innovative company, supported by Aruba Spa, Club Italia Investimenti 2
fund and Digital360.it accelerator delivers a new generation of user-generated manuals, accessible with mobile and
wearable devices easily and fast through augmented and mixed reality.
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Italian Trade Agency
www.italtrade.com
The Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government agency committed to the internationalization
and competitiveness of Italian companies. ITA’s mission is to create strong, sustainable trade
relations though the facilitation of information, support and guidance to Italian and foreign
companies. The Chicago Office follows the Italian Makers Movement in the US.
For Italian visitors, go to www.ice.gov.it
Italian Trade Agency - Chicago Office
401 N. Michigan Avenue
Suite 1720
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Tel. 312-670-4360
Email: chicago@ice.it
Site: www.italtrade.com/usa

